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1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is a function algebra on X, a (bounded) point derivation D 
on A at x E X is a nontrivial (bounded) linear functional on A satis- 
fying Dfg = f (x) Dg + g(x) Df for all f and g in A. In this note we 
determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
bounded point derivations in two special cases. 
Throughout this paper, X will stand for a compact set in the com- 
plex plane C, R(X) is the uniform closure on X of the algebra of 
rational functions with poles off X, and A(X) is the uniformly closed 
algebra of functions continuous on X and analytic on X0, where “0” 
designates “interior”. 
In [IO], Wermer gave an example where R(X) admitted no bounded 
point derivations, although R(X) # C(X). In Section 3, we give another 
example. Wermer also constructed a class of sets X without interior 
such that almost all (dxd.) points of X admit bounded point deriva- 
tions. In Section 3, we generalize this construction. In [2], A. Browder 
showed that when R(X) # C(X), R(X) admits many (not necessarily 
bounded) point derivations; more precisely, there is a point derivation 
at x if x is not a peak point, (and only if, by a theorem of Curtis and 
Figa-Talamanca, [q); by a theorem of Bishop, such points form an 
F, set of positive plane measure. Melnikov (see [7J) has found a 
necessary and sufficient condition (in terms of analytic capacity-see 
below) that x E X be a peak for point Z?(X), and thus a necessary and 
sufficient condition that x admit a point derivation. Our Theorem 1 
is an analogue of Melnikov’s result. In [3], Curtis generalized a result 
of Gonchar (see [.5J) to obtain a sufficient condition (in terms of 
* This paper is based on part of the author’s Doctoral dissertation, [a. I would 
like to thank Professor Andrew Browder for his advice and comments. 
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analytic capacity) for x to be a peak point for R(X), and thus a neces- 
sary condition that x admit a point derivation. Our Theorem 2 is an 
analogue of Curtis’ result. 
2. ANALYTIC CAPACITY 
Throughout this paper, S3 will denote the Riemann sphere, I/ * 11 
will denote the supremum norm over the appropriate set, 
will denote the supremum of the diameters of all connected closed 
sets K C V, and e and m will denote one-dimensional and two- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure, respectively. Also for any bounded 
plane set U, Z(U) will consist of those functions analytic off some 
compact subset of U, bounded in modulus by one, and vanishing 
at co; and@(U) = {fox n C(S2) : \ifll < l}. 
The analytic capacity of U is defined by y(U) = supfEmc Uj 1 f ‘( c.o)I, 
and the continuous analytic capacity of U is defined by 
m(U) = s;pu, if’(cn)l, wheref’(co) = lim zf(z). 
2-m 
Obviously y and OL are monotone set functions and a(U) < y(U). 
We refer the reader to [11] for proofs of the following remarks: 
(9 y(u) < ii in mum of the lengths of all rectifiable contours 
with winding number 1 about each point of U. 
(ii) If U is a compact linear set, then y(U) > C( U)/4. 
(iii) y(U) >, d( U)/4. 
(iv) If U is compact and m(U) > 0, 
1 
f@) = 2[?n?z(u)]1’2 J 
-“p+qu), 
and hence 01(u) > Q[m( U)/n11j2. 
(v) Iff E Z(U) (respectively a(U)) and z has positive distance 
d from U, then If(z)/ < Y(U)/d (respectively, If(z)1 < cx(U)/d). 
(vi) If f E 3?(U) (respectively 6Z( U)) its Laurent expansion 
about cc has the form 
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where, if u C d(z, I), 1 ak 1 < ekrk-ry( u) (respectively, 1 a, ( < 
ekrk-‘a( U)). 
(vii) Melnikov’s Estimate. Let n be any integer and of any 
function continuous and bounded by M on An(x), and analytic 
A,(x)\K where K C A,(x) is compact. Then there is a constant 
independent off, K and n, such that 
on 
c 
In [A, Melnikov proved that x is a peak point for R(X) if and only 
if Cz=, 2ny(A,(x)\X) = co. Vitushkin, in [9], showed that “7” can 
be replaced by “CY” in Melnikov’s estimate, and that x is a peak point 
for A(X) if and only if x.,“=, 2%(A,(x)\X”) = co. Curtis has given, 
independently, proofs of the necessity of these conditions; the same 
methods allowed him to generalize the result of Gonchar, that if 
then x is a peak point for R(X), by replacing d(d(x, r)\X) with 
r(d(x, Y)\X), and to obtain an analogous result for A(X); see [3]. 
Browder’s and Curtis-Figa-Talamanca’s results also hold for A(X). 
Thus we may write: x admits a point derivation for R(X) (respectively, 
A(X)) if and only if 
f 2ny(A,(x)\X) < 03 
n=0 
(respectively, C,“=, 2”cr(A,(x)\X”) < co), and only if 
lim r(d(x’ fhx) = 0 
r-0 r t 
‘respectively _ I 
lim +(x, r)\XO) 
r-0 r 
= 0) . 
3. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS AND SOME CONSEQUENCES 
THEOREM 1. There is a bounded point derivation on R(X) (respect- 
ively, A(X)) at x if and only if x:n”=, 4”7(A,(x)\X) < 00 (respectively, 
Z:,“o 4’WA,(x)\X”) < 00). 
THEOREM 2. If there is a bounded point derivation on R(X) (respect- 
ively, A(X)) at x, then 
lim Y(d(x’ r)‘X) = 0 
r-4 r2 ( 
respectively, lii a(d(x;:)‘Xo) = 0) . 
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It is possible to characterize bounded point derivations on R(X) 
or A(X) so as to admit generalizations to “higher order” derivatives. 
To this end let H(X) consist of those functions holomorphic in some 
neighborhood of X, and A(x, X) consist of those functions in A(X) 
which admit holomorphic continuation to some neighborhood of x. 
By Runge’s Theorem, H(X) is uniformly dense in R(X). A theorem 
of Arens, (see [I]), tells us that A(x, X) is dense in A(X), (I am 
indebted to Ted Gamelin for pointing this out to me.) In fact, Arens 
shows that iffE A(X) and fn are defined by 
where 
1 
cn = m(X n A,(X)) 
when m(X n A,(x)) # 0 and C, = 0 otherwise, then fn E A(x, X) 
and fn converges uniformly to f on X. One can easily verify that there 
is a bounded point derivation on R(X) (respectively, A(X)) at x if and 
only if there exists a constant K such that /f ‘(x)1 < KII f 11 for all 
f E H(X) (respectively, f E A(x, X)). We will say there is a bounded 
point derivation of order t on R(X) (respectively, A(X)) at x if there 
is a constant k such that 1 f (“)(x)1 < kll f 11 for all f E H(X) (respectively, 
f E 45 x>. 
THEOREM 1’. There is a bounded point deriwation of order t on R(X) 
(respectively, A(X)) at x if and only $ C,“=, (21+1)ny(A,(~)\X) < co 
(respectively, Cz==, (2f+1)“a(A,(x)\Xo) < co). 
THEOREM 2’. If there is a bounded point derivation of order t on 
R(X) (respectiwely, A(X)) at x, then 
brn rw, r)\W = () 
r+o +1 ( respectiwely, 
lim 4d(Jj;+:)\xo) = 0) . 
r-4 
Theorem 2’ is a stronger version of Theorem 3.13 in [6] for which 
I am indebted to Ted Gamelin. Before proving these theorems we 
point out a few consequences. 
Let X = d(0, l)\U~=l d‘Qi, ri) where 0 < ri < pi and where 
the discs d(q, , li) are disjoint and cluster only at the origin. Browder 
(see [IO]) and Sidney (see [S]) h ave observed independently that 
Cy!1 ri’i/qi2 < co is a sufficient condition that 0 admit a bounded 
point derivation for R(X) = A(X). Using Theorem 1 we show that 
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this condition is also necessary. For suppose I,“,, 4”r(AJO)\X) < 00. 
Let N, = {i : qi E A,(O)}. Then if i E N, , d(A,(O) n d(q, , ri)) > yi/2, 
SO by (iii) r(A,(O)\X) > & CiEN, Yi , and hence 
Now let X = d(0, l)\uzr d”(a, , YJ where the discs d(q , ri) are 
chosen SO that d(ai , YJ C d”(0, 1) for all i, d(ai , YJ n O(Uj , YJ = ia 
when i # j, BOY, Yi < 00, and X0 = B. Such a set X is called a 
Swiss cheese, and it is well known that R(X) # C(X). In [ZO], 
Wermer gave an example of a Swiss cheese X which admitted no 
bounded point derivations on R(X). We now construct a similar 
Swiss cheese, but demonstrate the desired property by use of 
Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Fix 0 < l j < 1, j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and set X1 = 
d(0, l)\d”(O, l ,/4). Inductively, set 
Sj= aEZxiZ:A 
t 
and 
Xj+l = Xj/u A+&,-&). 
ES, 
If we set cj = l/j2 it is easily verified that X = &r Xj is a Swiss 
cheese; in fact, C ri < CL=, 4j( l/j24j). Moreover R(X) admits no 
bounded point derivations. For let x E X. We will show that 
y(A,(x)\X) > l/n4”+n for every n. 
Fix tt > 3. If 
we are through, by (iii). Suppose 
We will show that 
580/4/r-11 
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(That 
is easily obtained by induction for n > 4.) To do this we will find a 
disc A C &-a(~) n X,-i such that 
Since the width of &-a(~) is 1/2n-2, there exists a E Z x iZ, 
a not divisible by 2, a/2” E &-a(x) such that the distance from a/2” 
to the boundary of L&(X) is at least (2%+l)-l. Set 
A = A ( 
1 
‘$-, 2n+l - - (n - :, 4n+e * 1
Since 
Set 
4%~&)\X) < @ _ ;, 4n+B 3 A = x-1 - 
d’=A(+,& 1 @ _ :, 4n+6 - - 4n+1 1 * 
Fix j, n < j < 2n. If b E Z x iZ, b not divisible by 2, and b/2j E A’, 
then b E S,-, , (for if not d(b/2i, l/@) must meet some disc 
A(b’/2k, l/k24k) h w ere 12 < k < j, and this is not possible since the 
distance between b’/2k and b/2j is at least 1/2j = 1/2j+l + 1/23+l > 
1/4j + 1/22n+l= 1/4j + l/2.4”, while I/# + l/k24k < 1/4i + 1/n249, 
and hence do(b/2i, l/ja4j) C d\Xj C A\X,, . For any such b and j, 
let the corresponding “horizontal half-diameter” 
Observe that for each j, n < j < 2n, there are at least 
43-n-1 
-_ 
2 
4j-n-2 = 4j-n-2 
such b and no more than 4j-“-l. Set K = Ua,j L, . Obviously, 
rWX2n) 2 A0 
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To estimate r(K), consider 
f@) = ; s,*j z- (x +ddTIm(b,2’)) * 
f is analytic off K, f (co) = 0, and 
Fix z off K. Except for at most nine values of b, j, the distance from z 
to Lbj is at least l/4”, thus, since 
dx 
Lbj z - x + iIm(b/2j) ’ 77 
for any Lbj (see [II]), 
I Imf(z)l < 97f + 4” c e&j) < 977 + 4” 5 4++l &, < lb. 
b.i i-n 
Set g(z) = (ef(z)/20 - 1)/(&J/20 + 1). Then g E Z(K) and 
Thus 
1 
Y(~4n-dX)\X) 3 n--3 y& 
for every n, and we are done. 
Wermer has shown the existence of a Swiss cheese X which admits 
a bounded point derivation on R(X) at almost every (m) point of X. 
Sidney [8], (and independently, Browder (unpublished)), gave an 
example of a Swiss cheese X such that some point of X admitted 
bounded point derivations on R(X) of all orders. In Example 2 we 
construct a Swiss cheese X for which there are bounded point deriva- 
tions of every order on R(X) at almost all (m) points of X. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
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In the construction of Example 1, choose l i so that ci < l/j2 and 
xjTk cj < Q . The resulting set X is a Swiss cheese. Fix E > 0. 
We will show m{x E X : x does not admit bounded point derivations 
of all orders on R(X)} < E. 
Let IV, = {xGX: distance from x to the boundary of X, is 
greater than uk} and Nk = min(n : uk > l/2”}. Then if x E IV, and 
n 2 Nk , A,(x) C X, , so by i), Y(&(x)\X) -C f 
,=kfl 
4’ $ < rlk+l 
If in addition, n < Nk+r , then 
(ww&)\X) G Vkf’h+l G p& 
Suppose for some integer k, , x E W, for all K >, k, . Fix K 
and consider I,“=, (27”7~(4(x)\X). This sum converges since 
. 
> k, 
Thus x admits bounded point derivations of every order on R(X). 
Now 
m(X\RI,) < m(X,\W,) 
(since uk < l/P) < 5rlk2. 
Thus there exists an integer N, such that 
and hence, since E was arbitrary, almost all (m) points of X admit 
bounded point derivations of every order on R(X). 
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It is a corollary of Theorem 2’ and (iv) that at almost every (m) 
point x in this latter Swiss cheese we have 
lim m(d(x, r)\X) = 0 
r-4 r2k 
for every lz > 0. Intuitively, this says that X is “hyper-dense” 
in itself at almost all (m) points of X. It is well known that for k = 1 this 
condition holds for any compact set. Herbert Federer has pointed 
out that for K = 2 the condition necessarily holds for every Swiss 
cheese. 
One other corollary of Theorem 2 and (iv) is the following result 
of Browder’s, see [a): If x admits a bounded point derivation on 
R(X) (or A(X)) then 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
We shall need the following lemma to prove Theorem 1. 
LEMMA. Let t > 2 and {C,} b e a sequence of nonnegative numbers 
such that xz=‘=, (29” C, = co and Cz=‘=, C, < co. Then as N -+ 00, 
f *nC, = t (2/2,t)nfin (&)ndc (by Schwarz) 
tZ=O ?I=0 
Thus 
We will prove Theorems 1, l’, 2 and 2’ for R(X) and observe that 
replacing X by X0, y by LY, and A? by 0! in the appropriate places 
in these proofs provides proofs for A(X). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Suppose C,“=, 4”r(A,(x)\X) = co. Choose 
fn E (A,(x)\X) such that 2fA(co) = y(A,(x)\X). Set h,(x) = 
(2 - $ftx9 - (2 - d”f&). s ince fn E H(X), h, E H(X). Also h, 
is bounded in a neighborhood of CO, so h, is analytic on S*\AJx), 
and hence attains its maximum modulus on X in an arbitrarily small 
neighborhood of A,(x). Thus 
Using (v) we obtain a sharper bound for j h,(x)1 when 
2 e 4-d-4 ” 44 ” 4+1(4; 
namely 
Let K be any positive constant. By the Lemma there exists an integer 
N = N(k) such that 
; 5 4nr(A,(x)\m > h (9 f 2”Y(A&)\W + 3) * 
T&=0 n=O 
(We observe that 
SO the Lemma applies.) Set g = xz=‘=, 4”h, . Then g E H(X), g’(x) = 
IX:=‘=, ‘lmfiJ co), and 
p-2 P+l 
<c+c+c (where z E A,(x)) 
n=O n=p-1 n-p-!-a 
< 9 i 2nY(A,(x)\x) + - 
n=O 
Thus I g’(x)1 > 41 g IL so there is no bounded point derivation on 
R(X) at x. 
Conversely, suppose C,“s 4ny(A,(x)\X) < co. Fix f E X(H) with 
)I f 11 = 1. Let X C do(x, 29 and let U be an open neighborhood of X 
such that f is holomorphic in a neighborhood of a, 11 f 110 < 2 and 
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U C d”(x, 29. There exists an N such that d(x, l/29 C U. Let J 
be a continuous extension of f ] D to d(x, 29 such that l/f]] < 2 
and j(z) = 0 for ] z - x j = 2”. Then 
f dz 
lz--21=1/2N (z - 4" 
&dz-/ ~ 
lz-z1=1/2”+’ (2 - 4” 
f(', dz 
Iz-ri=1/2n (2 - 4" 
(by Melnikov’s Estimate) < g y 4ny(A,(x)\X) 
+3=-M 
G ; (: $ + y 4”r(A,(s)\X)) 9 
Tl=l n=o 
and hence there is a bounded point derivation on R(X) at x. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1’. The argument is analogous to that for 
Theorem 1. Choose fn E Z(A,(x)\X) such that 2fk( co) = y(A,(x)\X). 
Set 
h,(z) = (z - #j;(m) + (z - x)“-‘a2 + ..- + (z - x)q - (z - x)t+yI(z). 
Using (vi) and the fact that h, is analytic off A,(x), we have 
,, h ,, < +L(W7 . et@ + 1) I 1 
n L 
W” 2 
. 
(2t+l) 
If zf + 4d4 ” Ad4 ” &+1( x we obtain using (v) and (vi) that 1 
, hn(z), < r&(4X) \ 
m” 
[et(t + 1) + 2-2n-2t-1]. 
Fix N and set g = C,“==, (2f+1)n h, . Then g E H(X), g”‘(x) = 
t! Cz-,, (21+1)” fA( oo), and 
Ilg II < [et@ + 1) + 11 2 2”&4,(4\X) + 3. 
?l=O 
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Thus for any constant k, if we choose N = N(K) sufficiently large 
(by the Lemma), g’“(x) > KII g Ij so there is no bounded point deriva- 
tion of order t on R(X) at .x. 
The proof of the converse is exactly as in Theorem 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. For each r > 0, choose f, E Z(d(x, r)\X) 
with 2fi(o3) = y(d(x, r)\X), and set 
g (-) = 2(x - 4 i-4 y2 fX=J) - *@ y; x)*fT(2). 
Then g, is analytic off d(x, Y) so 
Now consider a sequence rj such that rj -+ 0 and 
Since the g, are uniformly bounded and analytic off d(x, Y), we 
may, by Montel’s Theorem, assume the g,, converge uniformly on 
compact subsets of S2\{x} t o a constant c. Let p be a regular Bore1 
measure on X representing the bounded point derivation at x with 
~((x}) = 0. Then a = 0 since 
a = lim ddCx* yj)\X) = lim - 
g;)(x) 
j+a Yl 2 3+m 
- = ;i% s,gr,dp = 1, cdp = 0. 2 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2’. The proof is the same as for Theorem 2, 
except we set 
g,(2) = (2 - .W(m) + (2 - +‘a2 + ..* + (2 - 4 4 - (2 - x)‘+y&) . 
tltt+l 
Since g, is analytic off d(x, r), 
1 g&)1 <fi@) I ’ a2 ’ 
‘-z-- . ’ --p + ... + ttyt 
!4+;. 
By (vi), 1 ak 1 < ektk-ly(d(x, r)\X), so I( g, Ij < 6 and we can apply 
the same normal family argument. 
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